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Dear Parents, 

The Internal Quality Assurance Cell of the college seeks your valuable feedback 

for enhancing the quality of education in S. M. Patel College of Home Science, 

Vallabh Vidyanagar. You are requested to spend few minutes to answer the 

following questions. Thank You! 

 વ્હાલા વાલીઓ, 

કોલેજના IQAC (આંતરિક ગુણવત્તા ખાતિી સેલ), વલલ્ભ વવદ્યા નગર ની  એસ.એમ.પટેલ 
પટેલ કોલેજ ઓફ હોમ સાયન્સ માાં વિક્ષણની ગુણવત્તા વધારવા માટેના તમારા મલૂ્યવાન 
પ્રવતસાદની માાંગ કરે છે. તમને નીચે આપેલા પ્રશ્નોના જવાબો આપવા માટે થોડી વમવનટો દેવા 
વવનાંતી છે. આભાર! 

1. 

 

53.7% parents feel that course structure of Home Science is very good. 37.8% 

feel the structure is good, while 8.5% parents feel that the course structure is 

satisfactory. 
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2. 

 

54.3% parents felt that the quality of teaching offered by the institute is very 

good whereas, 34% felt it is good. 11.4% felt the teaching quality is 

satisfactory.  

 

3.  

 

 

Nearly 84% parents found that the curriculum design meet the needs of 

employment. While 16% felt that to some extent the curriculum design meets 

the needs of employment.  
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4. 

  

It was quite inspirational to know regarding extra-curricular activities that 99% 

parents felt that extra-curricular activities in the college helps the student in 

their personal development.    

 

5. 

   

It was revealed from the feedback that nearly 85% parents were of the opinion 

that the curriculum completely helps in all-around development of the 

students. 14% felt to some extent. Only 1% felt that the curriculum does not 

help in all – around development of the students.  
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6. 

 

Parents were asked to give their opinion about the facilities i.e., laboratories, 

library, sports, girls room etc…that is provided by the college and it was 

revealed that 54.3% parents rated these facilities as excellent, 31.9% said very 

good, others said good. Only 2% felt that it is satisfactory.  

 

7. Suggestions: સજુાવો 

✓ Parent’s meeting should be organized twice a year. 

✓ Industry visit should be organised on regular basis. 

✓ Everything is good but please increase the break period. 

✓ Firstly, thank you so much. Things are really good but, students should 

get more activities like recently they were given the opportunity to 

attend finishing school, which is very good and it trained our child very 

well. 

✓ Regular water supply in washrooms, increasing break time, allowing 

research work from F.Y. so that student get good grip till the end.  

✓ Main stream related subject is more focussed in T.Y. which I think should 

start to be taught from at least 3rd semester. My child had faced 

somewhere compromised in her studies due to this pandemic. There 

should be at least 1 college trip in any food industry and hospital setup.  
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✓ Why many teachers are speaking only in Guajarati language? Everyone 

in class is not able to understand Guajarati, but they will surely 

understand Hindi or English. 

✓  Increase the practical knowledge of students as much as you can. 

✓ Some think that, the college should provide all study materials, because 

during lockdown students had to suffer a lot for copying the study 

materials from PDF file to hard copy. Also, they had to pay high price for 

hard copies. 

✓ Change in college timings. 

✓ Hope to have regular studies soon. Overall development of each student 

has stopped.       
 

 8. Appreciations:   

 

➢ Good teaching methods 

➢ Teachers are caring & Cooperative 

➢ Teachers are knowledgeable. 

➢ College has good facilities. 
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